Reading the Schedule

To find the estimated time that a bus or LRT will arrive at a particular location, read down the column that shows that day of the week. Remember, the estimated times can change, so check the schedule before you travel.

Example

To find the estimated time that a bus or LRT will arrive at Millgate TC, you would read down the column that shows Sunday. The estimated time that a bus or LRT will arrive at Millgate TC is 12:35.

ETS Basic Time

If your schedule leaves you unsure of the estimated time that a bus or LRT will arrive at your destination, you will need to call 780-944-5555 (Monday to Friday) or 780-442-4900 (Saturday, Sunday, and holidays) to get the latest information.

Call 780-944-5555 to find out about:

- safe travel times
- bus and LRT times
- train times
- fare and travel information

To call 780-944-5555:

- From within Edmonton, dial 944-5555 from any pay phone or from any phone with local or long-distance capability.
- From outside Edmonton, dial 1-800-212-9184.
- Call 311 to get information on fare-free travel and route changes.
- Ask the route number you want to know the estimated time for. The route number is the same as the bus number. For example, for route 510X, you would ask for bus 510X.

ETS Basic Time:

- You can also use the Edmonton Transit System (ETS) mobile app to check bus and LRT times.
- You can also use the Edmonton Transit System (ETS) mobile app to check bus and LRT times.
- Call 780-944-5555 for the latest information.
- To call 780-944-5555:

ETS Real-Time

To find the estimated times that a particular bus or LRT will arrive at your destination, you will need to call 780-944-5555 (Monday to Friday) or 780-442-4900 (Saturday, Sunday, and holidays) to get the latest information.

Call 780-944-5555 to find out about:

- safe travel times
- bus and LRT times
- train times
- fare and travel information

To call 780-944-5555:

- From within Edmonton, dial 944-5555 from any pay phone or from any phone with local or long-distance capability.
- From outside Edmonton, dial 1-800-212-9184.
- Call 311 to get information on fare-free travel and route changes.
- Ask the route number you want to know the estimated time for. The route number is the same as the bus number. For example, for route 510X, you would ask for bus 510X.

ETS Basic Time:

- You can also use the Edmonton Transit System (ETS) mobile app to check bus and LRT times.
- You can also use the Edmonton Transit System (ETS) mobile app to check bus and LRT times.
- Call 780-944-5555 for the latest information.
- To call 780-944-5555: